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Abstract. The time asymptotics of nonnegative and integrable solutions to a partially

diffusive relaxation system is investigated. Under suitable assumptions on the relaxation

term, the convergence to a self-similar source type solution, either of the heat equation

or of the viscous Burgers equation, is proved. The proof relies on optimal decay rates

and classical scaling arguments.

1. Introduction. We study the large time behaviour of nonnegative and integrable

solutions to the system

ut + ux — uxx = k{v — uq) in (0, +oo) x R, (1)

vt = k(uq — v) in (0, +00) x R, (2)

with initial data

(u,v)(0) = (uo^o) in R,

where k and q are positive real numbers and uo,i>o are nonnegative, bounded and inte-

grable functions on R. A first step towards the understanding of the large time behaviour

of integrable solutions to (l)-(2) is performed in [GvDD], where a generalized version

of (l)-(2) is considered as a model for the one-dimensional transport of a one-species

contaminant through a porous medium accounting for adsorption reactions. Assuming

the reaction to be fast, that is, k —> +00, the system (l)-(2) formally reduces to

(u + uq)t + ux — uxx = 0 in (0, +00) x R. (3)

Let us also mention that the fast reaction limit k —> 00 for the system without the

diffusive term uxx has been considered in [KT] and [TW] for one space dimension, and

in [KaTz] for general space dimension.
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Asymptotic expansions of solutions to (3) as t —► oo are constructed in [GvDD] accord-

ing to the different values of q, while analytic results are provided in [EZ, EVZ, LS, Re].

Summarizing the results obtained in the above mentioned papers, five cases are to be dis-

tinguished: if q £ (0,1), uq(t) converges in LX(K) to the self-similar source-type solution

to the scalar conservation law zt — (zq)x = 0 with total mass M := |uq +Uq|x,i, while (3)

is a linear equation for q = 1 whose large time behaviour follows at once from that of the

linear heat equation. Introducing U(t,x) = u{t,x + t), U(t) converges to L1(M) to the

self-similar source-type solution to zt — (zq)x = 0, zt — (z2)x — zxx = 0 and zt — zxx = 0

with total mass M when q £ (1, 2), q = 2, and q > 2, respectively. We refer to the above

mentioned papers for a more precise description of the large time behaviour of solutions

to (3).

A possible expectation is that the study of the large time behaviour of solutions to

(3) gives some clues towards the description of the large time behaviour of solutions to

(l)-(2) for finite values of k, at least for some values of the parameter q. This is actually

what we aim to prove in this paper when q ranges in [2,+oo). In view of the results

already known for (3) when q £ [2, +00), the large time behaviour of the first component

u of the solutions to (l)-(2) is expected to be ruled by the diffusion term if q > 2, while

it is given by a balance between diffusion and convection for q = 2. More precisely, our

result reads as follows:

Theorem 1. Assume that q £ [2,+00) and consider two measurable functions uq and

vo satisfying

(uo, vq) £ L1(R; R2) fl L°°(R; R2), u0, i>0 > 0 a.e. in R. (4)

Let (u,v) be the solution to (l)-(2) with initial data (u0,v0). Introducing U(t,x) =

u(t, x + t) for (t, x) £ (0, +00) x R and M = |ito + t>o|l1 , there holds

lim t^p^2\U(t)-SM(t)\LP=0 (5)
£—►+00

for p £ [1, 00), where

a: Sm is the unique nonnegative solution to

S\i,t - SM,xx = 0 in (0, +00) x R, (6)

SM(0) = MS,

if q > 2, and

b: Sm is the unique nonnegative solution to

Sm,i ~ (S2m)x - SM,xx - 0 in (0, +00) x R, (7)

Sm(0) = MS,

if q = 2.

Here S denotes the Dirac mass centered at x = 0.

The description of the long time behaviour of the solutions to (l)-(2) is an open

problem when q < 2. According to the formal analysis in [GvDD], the diffusive effects

are expected to vanish as t —* 00 and our approach does not allow to handle this case.
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Remark 1. For the sake of completeness, we briefly recall that for every fixed M > 0,

the functions Sm defined by (6) and (7) are given by

/+oo
fM{z)dz = M

-OO

with

/mO) = CMe~12,2/4 for (6)

and

fM{z) = e-lz|2/4 |cM + J e"|s|2/4c/s| for (7),

where Cm is a positive constant such that the total mass of /m is M.

Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 1, let us briefly describe the main steps.

First we may take k = 1 without loss of generality. Following the analysis of [GvDD] we

first perform a temporal shift on the space variable by putting (U, V)(t, x) = (u, v)(t, x+t)

for (t, x) 6 (0, +oo) x R. Then (U, V) solves

Ut-Uxx = V- U\ Vt - Vx = U« - V. (8)

As U is expected to become invariant with respect to a suitable scaling of the time and

space variables for large times, we shall employ a scaling method to prove Theorem 1.

Scaling arguments have been widely used in the study of the large time behaviour of

parabolic and hyperbolic equations (see, e.g., [Va, LP] and the references therein). More

precisely, in view of the expected result, we introduce

U\{t,x) = \U(\2t,\x) and V\(t,x) = \gV(X2t,Xx)

for (t,x) G (0,+oo) x R and A > 1. Notice that the functions Sm defined above are

invariant under the scaling performed on U. The pair (U\, V\) then satisfies the following

system:

VA - Ul = A-1Va,x - A"2VAit,

Ux,t - Ux.xx = \2-"Vx,x -

We now formally pass to the limit as A —> +oo in the previous system and conclude that

a possible limit (Ux, V^) of (U\, V\) should satisfy = U^, the function Uoo being a

solution to (6) if q > 2 or to (7) if q = 2. In addition, the choice of the scaling performed

on ([/, V) warrants that J7oo(0) = (|uo +vq\li )6, which allows to uniquely determine U0a.

A rigorous justification of this formal limiting procedure is the purpose of this paper and

requires the boundedness of (U\, V\) in suitable norms, or equivalently, optimal temporal

decay rates for various norms of ([/, V). After collecting some preliminary results in Sec.

2, Sec. 3 is devoted to the proof of temporal decay estimates for (U,V). The proof of

Theorem 1 is performed in the last section.

Remark 2. System (l)-(2) without the diffusive term, i.e.,

Ut + ux = k(v — uq) in (0, +oo) x R, (9)

Vt = k(uq — v) in (0, +oo) x R, (10)

is a particular case of hyperbolic systems with relaxation considered by T.-P. Liu [L] (see

[Na] for a recent review on the subject). As this author pointed out, under the strict
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subcharacteristic condition, the large time behaviour of these systems is described by

a nonlinear diffusion equation. This has been proved subsequently for some particular

cases (cf. [C, LN] and the references therein).

Let us notice here that the strict subcharacteristic condition is not fulfilled by (9)-(10).

Actually, the same formal computation as in [L, Sec. 2] indicates that W = (u+v)(t, x+t),

behaves, as t —> oo, like the solutions to

n't (11^)3; O5

and therefore, by the results proved in [LS], is asymptotic to integrable self-similar solu-

tions to the hyperbolic equation

wt - (wq)x = 0.

This also indicates that the large time behaviour of the system (l)-(2) and its inviscid

counterpart (9)-(10) are of a different nature.

2. Well-posedness and basic properties. In this section we assume that q > 1

and denote by G(t) the linear semigroup in L1 (R) generated by the operator (dxx — dx).

We first recall the well-posedness of (l)-(2) for initial data satisfying (4).

Proposition 2. Let (uo,vq) be two measurable functions satisfying (4). There is a

unique couple of nonnegative functions

(u,v) e C([0,+oo);L1(R;K2))nL°°((0,+oo) x R;R2) (11)

such that (it, v) satisfies

u(t) = G(t)uo + f G(t — s)(v - uq)(s) ds, (12)
Jo

v(t) = e~lv0 + f es~tuq(s)ds, (13)
Jo

for t 6 [0,+00). In addition,

J(u(t,x) + v(t,x)) dx = J{u0(x) + vq(x)) dx, t € [0, +00). (14)

For further use we introduce the notation (u(t),v(t)) = St(uo, vo) for t > 0.

Remark 3. It actually follows from (11) and (14) that the right-hand side of (1)

belongs to L°°(0, +00; Lp{R)) for every p G (1,00). Classical parabolic regularity results

[LSU] then entail that u 6 Wp'2((0,T) x R) for each p e (l,oo) and T 6 (0,+00).

Consequently, u is a strong solution to (1).

We next notice that the right-hand side of (l)-(2) is quasi-monotone which ensures

that the mapping St is an order-preserving contraction in L1(R;R2) (see, e.g., [Na, Sec.

5]). That is, if (uo,Vq) and (uq,Vo) are two pairs of functions satisfying (4), there holds

|(it - u)+(t)|Li + |(i> - v)+{t)|Li < |(u0 - uo)+k' + l(^o - vo)+\l* (15)

for t G [0,+00), with the obvious notation (u,v)(t) = St(uo,Vo), (u,v)(t) = St(u0,Vo),

and r+ = max{r,0}. As a consequence of (14)—(15) and [CT], we have

|(u - u){t)\Li + \(v - v){t)\L 1 < j(ito - wo)|li + |(^o - «o)|l> (16)
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for every £ £ [0,+00) and pairs («o, i>o), (&o, Vo) satisfying (4). Observe finally that,

thanks to (16), we may extend St by density to the whole positive cone of L1(M;R2).

We now fix a couple (uq,Vo) of functions satisfying (4). For t £ [0,+00) we put

{u(t),v(t)) = St(u0,v0) and

M := J(u0 + v0)(x) dx. (17)

We first recall that (14) and the nonnegativity of u and v entail

\u(t)\Li+ \v(t)\Li < M, t£[ 0,+00). (18)

The remainder of this section is devoted to the analysis of some properties enjoyed by

(u,v).

Lemma 3. There is a constant C\ depending only on q and M such that, for each

p £ [0, +00), t\ £ (0, +00), and £2 £ (£1, +00), there holds

|w(£2)|^p, + ~r7~\v(h)\1I^+p + [ Hs)\2L+Jqds
i + p Oi 1 +pq Jtl

<1^)1^ + 11^1^1)1^. (19)

Proof. Let p £ [0, +00). We multiply (1) by upq, (2) by vp, add the resulting identities

and integrate over (ti, £2) x R; we obtain

+ [ [(v — uq)(vp — upq) dxds + —f \{u(1+pq)/2)x\2 dxds
Jti J 1 + PQ Jti

< + Y^Wh)^. (20)

By the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality and (18), we have

|u|(i+Pg)/2 < c,1|(u(1+pg)/2)x|V2|(u(1+p«)/2)|V2

\u\\+Jq (21)

The inequality (19) then follows at once from (20) and (21). □

We next exploit further (19) to obtain a differential inequality involving various Lp-

norms of u and v which will lead to the expected temporal decay estimates (see Lemma

6 and Lemma 8 below).

Lemma 4. There are positive constants C2 and C3 depending only on q and M such

that, if p > (q — 3)+/q, the mapping

£ ~ Ep{t) := |«(£)|£& + Y^Ht)I'X + ^qHt)\PL+Pli% (22)
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is nonincreasing and satisfies

T~~ [ Dp(s)ds <C3Ep{ti), 0 < ti < t2,
1 + PI Jt-L

(23)

with

DP(s) = \u(s)\2Ltpq + \v{s)\p+%q/q. (24)

Proof. We multiply (2) by vp~1+3^q and integrate over x R; using the Young

inequality and (18), we obtain

+ r ds < + M f2 \u(s)\2l+™ ds.
Jt! Jtx

Multiplying the above inequality by pqj(2C\M{\ + pq)) and adding the result to (19)

yield (23) with

ft = and Cj = "
2C\M min{l,M}

□

We next prove that the Z/°°-norms of u and v converge to zero as time increases to

infinity.

Lemma 5. There holds

lim (|u(i)|jr,«, + |f(s)|Loo) = 0, (25)
t—►+oo

lim |u(t)|£i = M and lim |i>(i)Li = 0. (26)
t—»+oo i—> + oo

Proof. We first claim that the quasi-monotonicity of the right-hand side of (l)-(2)

ensures that

t i * \u(t)\ L°° ~I- l«WI Z/°°is nonincreasing. (27)

Indeed consider to G [0, +00) and denote by (X, Y) the solution to the system of ordinary

differential equations

f = Y-X<,% = t>t0, (28)

X(t0) = \u(t0)\L°° ,Y(t0) = \v(t0)\Loa. (29)

Then (u — X, v — Y) satisfies

(u - X)t + {u- X)x -{u- X)xx = (v - Y) - («« - X"), (30)

(v - Y)t = - X«) -(v- Y). (31)

We put q(x) = (1 + x2)"1 for x G R. We multiply (30) by psign+(M - X), (31) by

psign+(v — Y), add the resulting identities and integrate over (to, t) x R to obtain, with
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the help of the Kato inequality,

f, , ^ ^xJ (U-X) + (t)Qdx + / (v - Y)+(t)gd

<-U (u - X)+(gx + gxx) dxds

+ J* j((v-Y)+-(Uo- x«)+)ed.
t

\x ds
to

+ j((uq - Xq)+- (v-Y)+)gdxds

J (u — X)+(t)gdx.

iwall lemma that

J (u — X)+(t)gdx + J (v — Y)+(t)gdx = 0

< 3

It then follows from the Gronwall lemma that

for t > to', hence

u(t,x) < X(t) and v(t,x) < Y(t)

for t > to and almost every ifl. Consequently, if t > to,

Iu(^)|l°° + |f(i)|L°° 5: X(t) + Y(t).

But the right-hand side of the previous inequality is obviously equal to X(to) + Y(to) by

(28)-(29) and the proof of the claim is complete.

As t > |ii(i)| L°° L°° is bounded from below, it follows from (27) that there is

i € [0, +oo) such that

lim (\u(t)\Loo + |u(0|l~) = I- (32)
t—> + OO

Now, on the one hand, we infer from (13) and the Holder inequality that

/ pt \ 9/(2+9)

\v(t)\Loo < |uo|L<»e_t + es_t|u(s)|^"t? dsj . (33)

On the other hand, it follows from (19) with p = 1 and t\ = 0 that

f Ms)li~9 ds ^ 2Ci(|woIl~IuoU1 + Iwo|z,->|wo|lO
Jo

for each t > 0, which entails that t t—> |u(£)|^t? belongs to L1(0,+00). It is then

straightforward to check that

rt

lim
t—»+oo

[ es t\u(s)\2Lt? ds = 0.
Jo

Recalling (33) we conclude that

lim |u(t)|x,oo = 0.
t—> + OO

The above assertion and (32) next yield that |u(<)|l~ converges to £ as time increases

to infinity. But t |u(t)|^t? belongs to L1(0,+00) which implies i = 0 and we have

proved (25).
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In order to prove (26) we first notice that (13) yields

bWk1 < M+ [ eS_<k(5)lL^V(s)lLi ds.
Jo

As q > 1 it is easy to check that (18) and (25) ensure that the right-hand side of the

above inequality converges to zero as time increases to infinity Consequently,

lim ]v(t)\Li=0,
t—*+oo

and we use (14) to complete the proof of (26). □

3. Temporal decay estimates. We keep the notations of Sec. 2 and assume further

that

uo,x,vq)X € L1(M) n L°°(R). (34)

It follows from (18) and (27) that

\u(t)\Loo + |f(£)|i=o + \u(t)\Li + |u(i)|ii < Co for t > 0, (35)

where

Co — M -\- |uo|l°° + I^oIl00-

We now handle separately the cases q > 3 and q £ [2,3). In the following, we denote

by C any positive constant which depends only on q, uq, and vo. The dependence of C

upon additional parameters will be indicated explicitly.

Remark 4. Though the large time behaviour of solutions to (l)-(2) is the same for

q > 3 and q 6 (2,3), the proof of Theorem 1 differs in the two cases. Though we have no

clear explanation for this point, let us recall that q = 3 is known to be a critical exponent

for some one-dimensional parabolic equations. More precisely, q = 3 is a critical exponent

for the equation ut —uxx + uq — 0 with respect to the existence of solutions with measures

as initial data [BF] and to the large time behaviour; see, e.g., [Va] and the references

therein. Also, the second term in the asymptotic development of solutions of the scalar

convection-diffusion equation ut + (uq)x — uxx = 0 differs when q > 3 and when q £ (2,3)

[Zu].

3.1. The case q > 3.

Lemma 6. For each p S [1, oo) and t g (0, +00) there holds

t(l-l/p)/2\u(t)\Lp + t(,-l/p)/2^Lp < W (36)

Proof. Consider p > 1. Then p + 1 > p + 3/q and it follows from (35) that

Ht)\'X < C<*-3)/'K*)\PL+Plt, t > 0. (37)

We now estimate Dp defined by (24) from below by a power of Ep defined by (22). More

precisely it follows from (37) and (35) that

Ep < Mil+ (qC(0q'3)/q + C2)\v\PL+Pl{jq

< CD^pq^K2+pq^ + | (2-i-pc?)

Ep<CD(Pq)'(2+m). (38)
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We then infer from (38) and (23) that

r«2

/Jt i
Ep(s)(2+pq>/p" ds < C(p)Ep(ti), 0<h< t2.

Since Ep is a nonincreasing function on (0, +oo), the above inequality and [Ko, Theorem

9.1] yield

Ep(t) < C(p)r{p,l)/2, t > 0.

Therefore

\u(t)\L1+Pq < C{v)t-(1-ll{l+pq))'2, t > 0,

which gives (36) for u and p > 1 + q. The assertion (36) for u and p £ [1,1 + q) then

follows by interpolation with (35).

Consider next p > 0 and t G (0, +oo). We infer from (13) and (35) that

\v(t)\Li+P < \v{t/2)\Li+Pe~t/2 + [ es_t|u(s)|^s(p+1) ds

Jt/2

\v(t)\Li+P < Ce~t/2 + sup |u(s)I®
s£[t/2,t\

We now use (36) for u in the above inequality to deduce (36) for v. □

The constant C(p) obtained in Lemma 6 blows up as p increases to infinity. Thus, we

cannot obtain L°°-decay estimates for u and v by letting p —»■ +oo in (36). We rather

make use of Lemma 6 together with the regularizing properties of the semigroup G(t) to

obtain temporal decay estimates in L°°(K) and in Hl{R).

Lemma 7. For t e (0, +oo) there holds

+ tq!2\v(t)\L°° < C, (39)

t3/4{\ux(t)\L2 + \vx{t)|L2) < C. (40)

Proof. Let t € (0,+oo). The Duhamel formula (12) yields

|w(2t)|/,oo < \G(t)u(t)\L°° + [ |G(t - s)(v - uq)(s + t)|z,oo ds
Jo

< C\u(t)\Lit~1/2

+ c ( (t-s) l/2(\v(s+ t)\L! + \u(s + t)\qLq)ds.
Jo/o

Owing to (35) and (36) we further obtain

\u(2t)\Loo < Ct~1/2( 1 + t^-q)'2).

As q > 3 we conclude that

|u(t)|Loo < cr1'2 for t > 1.

As |«(£)|l~ < Co by (35) we finally obtain

^1/,2|u(t)|L~ < C, te (0,+oo). (41)
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We next infer from (13) and (35) that

C*oe 4 +
se[t,2t]

v(2t)\L°° < C0e sup |w(s)||oc,

which easily yields (39) by (41).

We next claim that

(\ux(t)\L2+ \vx(t)\L2) < c, te[0,1]. (42)

Indeed, putting £ = ux and 77 = vx, we infer from (l)-(2) that

£,t ~1~ £xx = V Ci

Vt = quq~lZ, - rj.

By (35) we have

d

dt
J(l£|2 + M2) dx< J(|t7£| + q£2 - T)2 + q\^\) dx

for t G [0,1], from which the claim (42) follows by the Gronwall lemma.

We next use again the Duhamel formula (12) to obtain

\ux(2t)\L2 < \Gx(t)u(t)\L2 + [ \Gx(t — s)(v - uq)(s + t)\L2 ds
Jo

< C\u(t)\Lit~3/4

rt

+ C f (t-s) 3,/4(|i>(s + t)\Li + |u(s + t)\qLg) ds.
Jo

The above inequality, (35) and (36) next entail

\ux(2t)\L2 < Ct~3/4(l + t(3~q)/2),

and (40) for u follows directly from (42) and the above inequality. We next proceed as

before to prove that (40) for u, (35) and (13) imply that (40) for v also holds true. □

3.2. The case q G [2,3). We first show that the estimate (36) still holds true, its proof

being slightly different.

Lemma 8. For each p g [1,00) and t G (0, +00), there holds

t(i-i/p)/2\u^\Lp + t(q-i/P)/2^Lp < c(p)_ (43)

Proof. Consider p > 1. Then p+ 1 < p + 3/q and (35) and the Holder inequality yield

W)\\\lP < C{p)\v(t)\^X%9q)iPq)/iPq+3~q\ t > 0. (44)

Owing to (35) and (44), we may estimate Ep from above as follows.

+Cz KI&
< + C(p)\v\([+l//fpg)/(2+pq),

since pq + 3 — q < pq + 2. Consequently,

Ep < C{p)D^q)'(2+pq\
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and we argue as in the proof of Lemma 6 to conclude that (43) holds true. □

Remark 5. Lemma 8 is actually valid for q G (1,3). Moreover it is clear from the

proofs of Lemma 6 and Lemma 8 that the constants C{p) in (36) and (43) only depend

on q,M, |u0|l°°, Ml°°, and p.

The proof of Lemma 7 relies heavily on the assumption q > 3 and clearly does not

extend to the present case. Still, we have the following (weaker) result.

Lemma 9. For t G (0, +oc), there holds

tl,2\u(t)\Loo +tq/2\v(t)\Loc < C. (45)

In addition, for each r G (0, +oo) and t G (t, +oo), we have

tl,2\(u + v)(t)\Hi/2 < C(t). (46)

Proof. The proof is divided into three steps.

Step 1. We first claim that, if p G [1, oo) and t € (0, +oo), there holds

\ux(t)\LP < C(pH(1"1/p)/2(r1/2 +1(2-?)/2). (47)

Indeed, the Duhamel formula (12) yields

\ux(2t)\Lp < \Gx(t)u(t)\Lp + [ \Gx{t - s)(v - uq)(s+ t)\Lp ds
Jo

< C\u{t)\Lit-{2-1'^'2

+ C [ (t-s) (2 1/p)/2(\v(s + t)\Li+\u(s + t)\qLq)d,s,
Jo

and (47) follows at once from (35), (43), and the above inequality.

Step 2. We next deduce from (47) some temporal decay estimates for vx. More

precisely, if p £ [l,oo) and t G (0,+oo), we infer from (13), the Holder inequality, (34),

(35), (43), and (47) that

rl/2
\vx{t)\Lp<e t\v0,x\Lp+q es '^(s)!^ |itx(s)|ip ds

Jo

+ q es_t|u(s)|®^p1(s_1) \ux(s)\l2P ds

Jt/2

< Ce+ C{p)e-i,2tl/2p{ 1 + t^-^'2)

+ C(p) f es-ts(9'1/p)/2(s-1/2 + s(2_9)/2)rfs

Jt/2

< C(p)(e~t/4 + t{q~!/p)/2(f-l/2 + i(2-9)/2))_

\vx(t)\Lp <C(p)t(9-1/p)/2(l + i-1/2 + f(2-<!)/2), t> 0. (48)

Step 3. We put vu = u + v. By (l)-(2), w is the solution to

Wt + wx — wxx = vx — vxx in (0, +oo) x ]R

with initial datum w(0) = Uq + Vq. We infer from the Duhamel formula that

w(2t) = G(t)w(t) + f Gx(t — s)(v — vx)(s + t) ds, t> 0. (49)
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It first follows from (35), (43), (48), and (49) that

\w(2t)\Loo < Ct~1/2\w(t)\Li

+ C [ (t - s)~3/4(|u(s + t)\L2 + |vx(s + t)\L2) ds
Jo

< ct~1'2 + cr<«-1>/2(i + r1'2 + 2)

< Ct~1/2{ 1 + t~{q~2)/2( i +1~1/2 + t{2-q)/2)).

Since q > 2, we obtain

\w(t)\L<x> < Ct~x!2 for t> 1.

Recalling (35), the above inequality and the nonnegativity of u and v yield

\u(t)\Loo < Ct~1^2 for t > 0.

We now argue as in the proof of Lemma 7 to show that (45) follows from the previous

estimate.

Using again the Duhamel formula (49), we obtain

1^(2^)1^1/2 < Ct'1/2\w(t)\Li

+ C [ {t - s)"3/4(|t;(s + t)\L2 + |t>2(s + t)\L2)ds.
Jo

Proceeding as above, we deduce from (35), (43), and (48) that

\w(2t)\H1/2 < Ct~l/2{ 1 + t~iq~2)/2( 1 + t~1/2 + t(2-g)/2)),

hence (46) since q > 2. □

4. Proof of Theorem 1. We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. Let (uq, vo)

be two measurable functions satisfying (4) and (34). We put (u,v)(t) = ^(mo^o) for

t > 0 and

M := J(u0 + v0)(x) dx.

Following the analysis of [GvDDj, we introduce the new unknown functions (U, V) defined

by

([/, V)(t, x) — (u, v)(t, x + t) for (t, x) G (0, +oo) x K. (50)

Then (U, V) solves

Ut - Uxx = V - Uq in (0, +oo) x R, (51)

Vt - Vx = Uq - V in (0, +oo) x R, (52)

with initial data (U, V)(0) = (wo,fo)- We next define

U\(t, x) = AU(A2t, \x) and V\(t, x) = \qV(\2t, Ax) (53)

for (t,x) € (0, +oo) x R and A > 1. We also put

Wx(t,x) = \{U + V){\2t,\x) = Ux(t,x) + \1-qVx(t,x). (54)
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It follows from (51)-(52) that (U\,V\) solves

Ux,t - Ux,xx = \2~qVx,x - in (0, +00) x R, (55)

Vx-uqx = A-VA,X - A"2VA)t in (0, +00) x K. (56)

Observe that an equivalent formulation of (55) is

W\,t - Ux,xx = \2~qVx,x in (0, +00) x K. (57)

We now make use of the analysis of the previous section to derive estimates on

(Ux, Vx, Wx) which are uniform with respect to A > 1. In the following, we denote

by C any positive constant which only depends on q,M,uo, and v$. The dependence of

C upon additional parameters will be indicated explicitly.

Lemma 10. Consider p £ [1,00] and t £ (0, +00). There holds

t(l-l/P)/2\Ux{t)\Lp + t(9"l/P)/2|VA(i)|iP

f(l-l/p)/2

+ l+t(i-g)/2l wxit)\Lr<C(p). (58)

In addition, if q > 3, we have

t3/4\Wx,x(t)\L* < C for t > 0, (59)

while for q £ [2,3) and r > 0, there holds

t1^2\Wx(t)\Hi/2 < C(r) for t > t. (60)

Proof. Let us first consider p £ [1, 00] and t £ (0, +00). By (50), we have

\U{t)\Lp = \u(t)\Lr and \V(t)\LP = \v(t)\Lp.

The assertion (58) then follows from (36), (39), (43), and (45) by elementary compu-

tations. Assuming next that q > 3, (59) is a straightforward consequence of (40). We

finally consider q £ [2,3). Let t £ (0, +00). As A > 1 we have

\Wx(t)\H1/a < X\Wx(\2t)\m/2.

For t > 0, A > 1, and t £ (r, +00), we have A2t > r and we infer from (46) that (60)

holds true. □

Lemma 11. For t\ £ (0,+00) and t2 £ (£i,+oo), there holds

\Wx,t\<C(ti,t2). (61)

Proof. Consider t\ £ (0, +00), £2 € (£i,+oo), and £ L2(ti, £2; H1(R)). We first infer

from (20) (with p = 1/q) that

A 2t2

( f |ux(s, x)\2 dx ds < C(|w(A2£i)||2 + KA2^)!^//,).
JA2ti J

Consequently

rt2 r r^2t2 i>

/ \Ux,x(s, x)\2 dx ds < A / / \ux(s,x)\2 dx ds
tl J J\2tl J

< CA(|m(A2£1)||2 + ^(A2^)!^;,),
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and Lemma 6 and Lemma 8 entail

rt2

hq/2)J J\U\,x(s, x)\2 dx ds < C(t11^2 + A1 qt1

< C(ti) (62)

(recall that A > 1 and q > 2). We next infer from (57), (58), and (62) that

11 I W\j<pdx dsj

< (lUx^l^itut^L2) + *2~q\V\\L2(t1,t2-,L2))\<Px\L2(t1,t2;L2)

< C(t1,t2)|v:,|L2(ti,t2;H1);

from which (61) follows. □

Lemma 12. For T e (0, +oo), there holds

lim sup f W\(t,x)dx = 0. (63)
r^+°o \>i}te[o,T] J{\x\>R}

Proof. Let $ be a smooth function in C°°(R) satisfying 0 < $ < 1 and

■d(x) = 0 if \x\ < 1/2 and i9(x) = 1 if |x| > 1.

For R > 1 and x G K, we put il}r(x) = d(x/R). Let t € [0,T], It follows from (57) that

J dR(x)W\{t, x)dx < J (u0 + v0)(x)'dR(x/\) dx

+ l^j^£\Ux(a)\L1ds

, A2"9|^|Loo f\jr , „ J
+ ^|VA(s)|Lids.

On the one hand, it follows from (58) that

f \Ux(s)\Li ds < CT.
J o

On the other hand, using Lemma 6 and Lemma 8, we obtain

a2"9 f I^aWIli ds = \f \V(A2s)|£i ds
Jo Jo

<
fT/X rT

A / Mds + CX2'" / s-(q-l)/2ds
Jo Jt/x2

( X2-qT(3~q)/2 if f/ e [2,3),

< C(T) + C< A-1 In A if q = 3,

[a"1T(3-9)/2 if g > 3

< C{T).
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Combining the above estimates yields, since A > 1,

■dR(x)W\{t,x)dx < / (u0 + v0)(x)dx
J JUx\>R\

C(T,0)

{N>fl} R

As «o + vo belongs to L1(R), Lemma 12 follows at once from the above inequality. □

Summarizing the outcome of Lemma 10 and Lemma 11, we have proved that (Wa)a>i

is bounded in L°°(t\,t2m, HS(R)) and in W1'2(ti,t2', -ff_1(M)) for every t\ > 0 and t2 > £i,

the exponent s being equal to 1 if q > 3 and to 1/2 if q € [2,3). Owing to the compactness

of the embedding of /ffoc(M) in Lj2oc(K), we infer from [Si, Corollary 4] that (W\) is

relatively compact in C([£i, £2]; £foc(®0) for every t\ > 0 and £2 > t\. Furthermore

Lemma 12 provides the uniform integrability of (W\) for large values of x and we finally

conclude that

(Wa) is relatively compact in C([ti, t2}\-^(R)) for every

t\ > 0 and t2 > t\.

Therefore there is a sequence (An), A„ —> +00, and a function

t/oc eC((0,+oo);L1(K))

such that

lim sup \W\n(t) — Uoo(t)\Li = 0 (64)
n-++oo te[ti,t2]

for every t\ > 0 and £2 > t,\. Notice first that (64) and the nonnegativity of W\ ensure

that

Uoo(t) > 0 a.e. in K for t > 0. (65)

Since q > 2, we next infer from (58) that

lim sup ^1~q\V\(t)\Li = 0 (66)
A—>+oo tg[ti tt2]

for every 11 > 0 and <2 > ti, which yields, together with (64),

lim sup \U\n{t)-Uoo{t)\Li =0. (67)
+°° te[ti,t2]

We now identify the behaviour of Uoo(t) as t —> 0. Consider ip £ T>(R), t € (0,1), and

s e (0,t). It follows from (57) that

j W\n (t, x)ip(x) dx — I W\n{s,x)ip{x)dx\

<C{<p) ft(\UXn(a)\L1+X2n-"\VXn(a)\^)da.
J S

Thanks to (58), we further obtain

j W\n (t, x)ip(x) dx — J W\n(s,x)tp(x) dx\

< C{tp) ft + Xl'" J da^j . (68)
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We first treat the case q G [2,3). On the one hand, (q — l)/2 < 1 and we may let

s —> 0 in (68) to obtain

J W\n(t,x)(p(x)dx - J W\n(0,x)(p(x)dx <C(tp) (t + t(3~q)/2).

On the other hand, it readily follows from (53) that

lim / W^O, x)ip(x) dx = M<^(0). (69)
A—>+00 J

Recalling (64) we may pass to the limit as n —> +oo in the previous inequality and obtain

J Uoo(t, x)<p(x) dx — Mip(0) <C(ip) {t + t^~q^2).

We then let t —» 0 and conclude that

lim J Uoo(t,x)ip(x) dx = M(p(0). (70)

We next handle the case q > 3. We fix a G (2,2(q — 2)/(</ — 3)) and take s = \~a in

(68). We thus obtain

J {t, x)ip(x) dx - J WXn (\~a, x)ip(x) dx

(t + X2-"-^'2) if q > 3,

(t + A"1 ln(A~at)) if q = 3.
<C(ip)

Owing to the choice of a we may let n —> +oo in the above inequality and use (64) to

conclude that

lim sup
n—>+oo

< C(<p)t. (71)J U00(t,x)ip(x) dx - J Wxn(\na,x)<p(x) dx

We next infer from (54) that

J Wa„ (0. x)ip{x) dx~ J Wx* x)vix) dx

<C{v)\W(,\2-a)-WmLr.

Since a > 2 and W G C([0, +oo); LX(K)), we finally obtain

lim [ W\n(0, x)ip{x)dx- ( W\n(\~a,x)ip(x) dx = 0. (72)
TW + OO J J

Combining (71), (72), and (69) then yields that (70) also holds for q > 3. A standard

density argument and Lemma 12 further warrant that (70) holds true for every ip G

£>C(K), that is,

lim J Uoo(t,x)ip(x) dx = Mip(0) for G 6C(R). (73)

Here BC(M) denotes the space of bounded and continuous functions on ffiL
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We finally identify the equation satisfied by U^. We consider <p G 2?((0,+00) x R)

and infer from (56)—(57) that

p-\-oo p p+oo p

J J^t + U^xx)dXds = M-qJ J V\nipxdxds, (74)
/•+ OO p p-\- OO p

Jo J (V\n - UqxJipdxds = J J (A"V - A"Vx)Fa„ drds. (75)

Since (Va„) is bounded in L11oc((0,+00); LX(R)) by (58), (58) and (67) allows to pass to

the limit as n —> +00 in (75) to obtain that

(V\n) converges to Uin X>'((0, +00) x R). (76)

We may then pass to the limit as n —► +00 in (74) and use (64), (67), and (76) to

conclude that UQ0 is a solution in P'((0, +00) x R) to

Uoo,t - Uoo,xx = 0 if q > 2, (77)

and

Uoo,t - f/oo,xx = (£^o)x if 9 = 2. (78)

In addition, it follows from (58) and (67) that

sup (|C/oo(t)|Li+t1/2|f/00(t)|Loo) < 00. (79)
46(0,+oo)

We have thus proved that U00 is a nonnegative solution to either (77) or (78) with

initial datum MS (recall (73)). Such a solution being unique (see [EVZ] for (78)) we

conclude that C/oo is the fundamental solution to the linear heat equation (77) with mass

M if q > 2 and the source-type solution to the viscous Burgers equation (78) with mass

M if q = 2. Therefore — Sm with the notation in Theorem 1. Furthermore, the

previous arguments guarantee that (W\) has only one cluster point Sm as A —> +00.

The relative compactness of (W\) then entails that the whole family (Wa) converges to

Sm in C([ti,t2\', L1(R)) as A —>■ +00 for every t\ > 0 and i,2 > t\. Recalling (66), so does

{U\)\ that is,

lim \U\(t) - Sm^Il1 = 0 for t G (0, +00). (80)
A—>-foo

As Sm has a self-similar form, (80) may also be written as

lim \U(t) - SM(t)\Li = 0,
t—> + 00

hence (5) for p = 1. As t i—> tl^2\U(t)\ L°° is bounded by (39) and (45), the assertion (5)

for p G (1, 00) easily follows by interpolation and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete for

initial data enjoying the additional regularity (34). The case of initial data satisfying

only (4) then follows by a density argument combined with the contraction property

(16), keeping in mind Remark 5.
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